Football vocabulary worksheet
Student A
a tournament

the field where football is played

to tackle

to take the ball from a player who has the ball

to defend

to defeat another team

a pitch

to stop the other team from scoring a goal

a sponsor

a company which gives a team money or
equipment in return for advertising space
someone who supports a football team

to beat
a fan
a stadium

a large construction where you can watch a
football match
a country’s national song

a mascot

an animal or character which brings the team luck

a national anthem

a competition in which the winners of one game
play the winners of another game
a team member who replaces another player

a foul
a substitute
an own goal

time after a game where both teams have equal
scores
breaking the rules of football

extra time

when a player kicks the ball into the wrong goal
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Football vocabulary worksheet
Student B
a match

the clothes of a football team

a striker

to kick the ball to another player on your team

a kit

a high-level sports competition

a referee

someone who trains people in sports

an opponent

a player whose job is to score goals

to shoot

a game of football

to pass
a trophy

an advantage given to a team when the other
team breaks the rules
to let another team score against you

a championship

someone playing against you in a game

a penalty

the person who judges a football game

a coach

when two teams have the same score

to concede (a goal)

a cup won at a competition

a draw

to kick a ball towards a goal

injury time

extra time given when players are hurt
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